Naval Military Training Instructor (NMTI) formerly known as (Student Division Commanders or SDCs)

Like Recruit Division Commanders, the NMTIs (signified by the red and white aiguillette) continues the 24/7 training on military professionalism. NMTIs make up approximately 80% of our enlisted military staff and most are stationed full-time in the ships (barracks) providing around-the-clock mentorship. NMTIs are continuous positive examples of commitment, pride, and appearance. They are the TSC staff members routinely conducting inspections of living quarters and uniforms, overseeing watch standing, ensuring general health and wellness, upholding all Navy regulations and standards, holding weekly training, and personifying Navy core values. NMTIs are qualified 9502 instructors. NMTIs have the opportunity to obtain Master Training Specialist (MTS) designation.

Training Support Center Overview

Training Support Center (TSC) Great Lakes: The only TSC located within the same vicinity as Recruit Training Command (RTC), TSC Great Lakes receives approximately 13,500 students per year, or 40% of all RTC graduates and currently averages 5,000 Sailors on board at any time. TSC conducts Student Indoctrination 50 times a year, including Personal Financial Management and Naval Military Training.

TSC Great Lakes is the home of five independently operated learning sites which constitute 85% of the Surface Navy Schools. The learning sites and corresponding schools are:

**Center for Surface Combat Systems Unit (CSCSU)**
- Apprentice Technical Training (Basic Electronics/Electrical), Non Designated Seaman Training (S-PACT), “A” Schools – ET, FC, IC, GM, QM, OS, BM and 7 “C” Schools

**Center for Naval Engineering (CNE)**
- Non Designated Fireman Training (E-PACT), Basic Engineering Common Core (BECC), HT, DC, EN, GSE, GSM, MR, MM, EM and 35 “C” Schools and “G” Courses

**Center for Personal and Professional Development (CPPD)**
- Joint Instructor Training and seven Leadership Courses

**Naval Special Warfare Command Preparatory School (NSWC)**
- Candidate Pre-screening and Training

**Center for EOD and Diving (CNEODD)**
- Candidate Pre-screening and Training

TSC Great delivers Navy Military Training 24/7 to ensure new Sailors are personally, professionally and physically prepared for duty in the fleet.

**Standard Military Day**
Designed to simulate ship’s routine from reveille to taps including sweepers.

**Duty/Watch Standing**
TSC ship (barracks) routines include:
- Inspections: Formal room inspections, Sea bag inspections and Formal personnel inspections.
- Training: Uniform Regulations, Military Honors, Rank Recognition, Customs/Courtesies and Watch standing Training.

**Non-Technical Instruction**
An average of 12,800 mentoring sessions occur every month across TSC Great Lakes, keeping our NMTIs very busy. Non-technical training centers on Navy Pride and Professionalism; Professional Growth & Career Development, to include Petty Officer Indoctrination.

**Naval History/Heritage**
Instilling pride in today’s Sailors with lessons regarding Naval accomplishments and honoring “those that have gone before them”, with a focus on Warrior Ethos through weekly lectures and multimedia training presented by staff. These military history lessons are geared towards examples of heroism and the embodiment of Navy Core Values.

**Team Building**
Inter-ship competitions leading to monthly/quarterly recognition awards designed to create teamwork, esprit de corps, and team loyalty as well as promote physical and mental benefits of competition and physical activity.

**Physical Fitness**
TSC’s goal is improved physical fitness through a PT program that includes a mock physical readiness test administered as part of phase liberty advancement. TSC Great Lakes is also proud to be among the first command to make use of the Navy Operational Fitness and Fueling Series (NOFFS) in PT programs.
Sailorization

The Navy process that recruits, indoctrinates, trains, mentors and invests in its members to ensure they are anchored in the warfighting culture of being a United States Sailor. A phased, standardized continuum of knowledge, skill and abilities, enhancing personal and professional growth that directly contributes the mission accomplishment through the continuing reinforcement of professional military knowledge.

TSC Great Lakes Top Five Priorities

1. Reducing Awaiting Transfer (AT) population
2. Seamless transitioning of CPC/PLR function from contracted employees to GS on 1 October.
3. Raising awareness and reducing the occurrence of sexual assault.
4. Completing the recapitalization plan at Great Lakes.
5. Eliminating drug use, alcohol incidents, and blue-on-blue incidents.
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Mission

Provides leadership and professional development of Sailors and functional support to Naval Education and Training Command Learning Site.

Vision

We will create an environment that fosters personal and professional excellence, infusing our Sailors with team spirit and a sense of self worth, while tailoring our business functions for maximum effectiveness and efficiency.